After a review of the diagram method for continuous-time random walks on graphs with cycles, the method is extended to discrete-time random walks. The basic theorems carry over formally from continuous time to discrete time. Three problems in tennis probabilities are used to illustrate random walks on discrete-time diagrams with cycles. Properties and applications of diagrams with cycles have been summarized in a book (1) and have been extended considerably in three recent papers (2-4). All of this work relates to continuous-time random walks on the diagrams of interest. The purpose of the present paper is to extend the discussion to corresponding discrete-time problems. However, I begin with a summary of continuous-time properties because these are used as the starting point for the discretetime discussion. Some of the notation here is a little different from that used in refs. It should be mentioned first that the stationary Pi can be found by Cramer's rule from the linear equations (Fig. 1) Pl + P2 + P3 + P4 + P5 = 1 [1] and any four kinetic equations such as (see Fig. lA 
Properties and applications of diagrams with cycles have been summarized in a book (1) and have been extended considerably in three recent papers (2) (3) (4) . All of this work relates to continuous-time random walks on the diagrams of interest. The purpose of the present paper is to extend the discussion to corresponding discrete-time problems. However, I begin with a summary of continuous-time properties because these are used as the starting point for the discretetime discussion. Some of the notation here is a little different from that used in refs. 2-4.
Steady-State Properties of Continuous-Time Diagrams (Graphs) with Cycles
For concreteness, this review (1) It should be mentioned first that the stationary Pi can be found by Cramer's rule from the linear equations ( Fig. 1) Pl + P2 + P3 + P4 + P5 = 1 [1] and any four kinetic equations such as (see Fig. lA ) dp1 d = 0 = (a2lp2 -a12PO) + (a3lp3 -a13p1). [2] dt A graphical algorithm (1, 5, 6) provides an alternative solution for the pi that is more interesting and elegant mathematically. The first step is to construct from the diagram the complete set ofpartial diagrams (subgraphs), each of which contains the maximum possible number of lines (n -1) that can be included without forming any cycles (these subgraphs are trees). There are 11 partial diagrams for Fig. 1A (1, 6) , which we now turn to.
We start, in our example, with the set of 11 partial diagrams. These subgraphs have two lines (edges) missing and no cycles. We now add one line, in two ways, to each partial diagram. These (there are 22) are also subgraphs, but now each contains one cycle and n lines. Of the 22 subgraphs generated, only six are different. In each of the six cases we now add arrows to all lines that are appendages to the cycles: the arrows are inserted so that they flow toward the cycles; streams of arrows may converge but not diverge, just as above for directional diagrams. Thus we are led, in this example, to sixflux diagrams, classified according to cycle. 1K is a property of cycle K and is the sum of a~i products for the appendages of the flux diagrams that belong to cycle K. This is illustrated in Fig. 2 for cycles a, b, and c.
Finally, we define IIK+ as the product of the aij around cycle K in the + direction, and similarly for 1K_. In the example, la+= al2a24a45a53a3l, Hb-= al3a32a2l, [4] etc. Then the theorem relating to cycle fluxes (mean rates of cycle completions) is, for any cycle K,
The net mean rate of K cycle completions in the + direction Note also that JK+/JK-= IIKK+I/[K- [7] As an explicit example, from Fig. 2 , Jc = (a24a45a53a32 -a23a3a54a42)(a12 + al3)/, [8] where I contains 55 terms (see above).
At this point I digress to add that I gave (1, 6) a correct proof of Eq. 6 but an incorrect "proof" of Eqs. 5 The transition flux Jij between states i and j is defined as J = aijpi -ajipj. [9] In the course of the proof of Eqs. 3 Aside from the leading normalization factor, this result is also to be expected intuitively. That is, pi in the actual random walk (i.e., in the aij case) is proportional to the product of the relative frequency Pi that state i is visited in the course of the long random walk and to the mean time 1/ai spent in state i on each visit. Although the connection between E and a is straightforward, they are not related mathematically in a really simple way. However, summation of Eq. 14 over i gives 
Discrete-Time Random Walks
Normalized transition probabilities can be used in Eqs. 3 and 5 to find the Pi and jK±, as just described. The mean lifetime in any state is unity, but there is a distribution in lifetimes, with probability e-tdt for a lifetime between t and t + dt.
That is, this is a continuous-time problem. Consider now a modification of this system in which the lifetime distribution above is replaced by a 8 function at t = 1. This modification will have no effect on Pi because, in a very long random walk, the fraction of the total time spent in state i will obviously be the same whether the lifetime distribution is e-' (with mean at t = 1) or is a 8 function at t = 1. Similarly, jK+, etc., will be unchanged by the modification because the mean rate of completing any cycle depends on the sequence of states in the long random walk and on the mean time spent in each state on each visit. In the modification, the sequence is identical and the mean time is unaltered.
In summary, Eqs. 3 and 5 can still be applied when the outgoing transition probabilities from any state are normalized to unity and when the time between transitions is always unity. But this is just a conventional discrete-time random walk in which the time is counted simply by counting transitions or steps. The unconventional part of the problem is that the random walk occurs on a finite graph with cycles. Tennis Game That Starts at Deuce. As a very simple example, consider a game in which the winner is the first player to win two or more points with a margin of two points. Player 1(2) has a probability p(q) of winning each point, where p + q = 1. To obtain stationary results, we imagine that the game is replayed very many times. That is, there is a very long discrete-time random walk on the closed diagram (graph) in Two-Out-of-Three Set Match. Player 1(2) has a probability p(q) of winning each set, with p + q = 1. The closed diagram, including transition probabilities, is given in Fig. 4A . Unlike, Fig. 3B , these are all one-way transitions. Here a transition or step in the walk corresponds to a set played. The state notation indicates the score in sets. State 0 represents the score 0-0. The match is repeated many times; completion of a match returns the state (completes a cycle) to 0. [25] 1l = .la + jlb + jic = p(P30 + P31 + P32) j2 = 12a + j2b + j2c = q(Po3 + P13 + P23).
[28]
[29]
Then the mean number of matches per set is il + j2 = 1/cr = PO [26] (flow into state 0 = flow out of state 0). The mean number of sets per match is cr. The fraction of matches won by player 1 is jh/(jh + j2) = p2(1 + 2q).
[27]
The reader may wish to derive Eqs. 23 and 24 from Eqs. 16 and 17.
Regular Tennis Game. As a final example, consider a regular tennis game: to win requires four or more points with a margin of at least two. Let p(q) be the probability that player 1(2) wins each point, with p + q = 1. The closed diagram, [31]
To obtain Pj, from Pij, exchange p and q.
The total mean number of games played per point, as in Eq. 26, is =11 +12 = Po = N/D.
[32]
Thus the mean number of points per game is DIN. The fraction of games won by player 1 is ili p4 +4p4q + 10P4q2 
